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M A R C H  E D I T I O N

The Makerspace has expanded 
and is hitting the road! 
Makerspace on the Road is an
 offshoot of the original 
Makerspace, but it travels all over the United States! At the
beginning of this year, our students had the chance to go on
three different trips. Our elementary students visited an
aquarium and received the opportunity to spend the night.
Our middle school went to Space Camp for 3 days, and our
high school just returned from Dauphin Island Sea Lab.
Makerspace on the Road leader, Dale Julian, has taken our
students all over and led experiences for our students that are
authentic and relevant. We are so excited for all the exploring
and innovating our students will be a part of as they take
makerspace on the road! 
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SCHOOLS @ THE HUB
We have had so many schools visit the Makerspace the past couple of months!

Check out all that they have done! 

Morgan Elementary
Morgan Elementary 1st grade and 3rd
grade came to visit. The 1st grade

centered around the science standard of
light and sound used in communicating.

They created a communication system
using light, engineered an animal call to
communicate with sound, and engaged in

a read aloud. 

Morgan Elementary 3rd grade came to learn
about landforms! The students built landforms
with playdough in one rotation. The VR
headsets were going to be used to hang glide
over a canyon, and the laser was used to
construct landform puzzles. The students chose
a landform, drew it on foam board, and then
cut the puzzle out on the laser.

Morgan Elementary

Paducah Middle
Paducah Middle 7th grade explored energy!

They engaged in building electrical circuits
as a culminating project to bookend their

learning with circuits. They also were getting
ready to learn about electromagnets, so they

did initial exploring and built an
electromagnet. These activities were a great

culminating activity as well as built an
experience to start new learning. 

Clark Elementary
Clark Elementary 4th grade social studies and

science visited the HUB. In social studies, students
were learning about trade routes and

economics. They engaged in a trading game
with various variables that were ever changing!

For science, they were learning about the tundra
and built shelters. They engineered shelters and
monitored with laser thermometers how well their
shelter was insulated. They also visited the tundra

through our VR lab! 


